Cupcake conundrum

Indecisive Dinah goes into the cake shop every week and just can’t decide which cupcake to choose. Can you help by showing her which combinations she can have?

Cake size
- small: 10p
- medium: 20p
- large: 30p

Icing flavour
- vanilla: 10p
- chocolate: 5p
- orange: 15p

Topping
- cherries: 10p
- sprinkles: 5p
- candies: 15p

Now work out how much the different combinations would cost!
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Cupcake conundrum

Indecisive Dinah goes into the cake shop every week and just can’t decide which cupcake to choose. Can you help by showing her which combinations she can have?

Cake size
- small: 70p
- medium: 90p
- large: £1.10p

Icing flavour
- vanilla: 29p
- chocolate: 48p
- orange: 19p

Topping
- cherries: 25p
- sprinkles: 35p
- candies: 45p

Now work out how much the different combinations would cost!
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Indecisive Dinah goes into the cake shop every week and just can't decide which cupcake to choose. Can you help by showing her which combinations she can have?
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Now work out how much the different combinations would cost!
vanilla  vanilla  vanilla  vanilla
orange  orange  orange  orange
cherries  cherries  cherries  cherries
candies  candies  candies  candies